
Travelling 
With Google 



TO DISCOVER THE WORLD & YOURSELF







I-WANT-TO-KNOW
MOMENTS

I-WANT-THIS-TRIP-TO-BE-PERFECT

Planning Moments



How will Search help?
It makes doing your research easy 

– from looking up possible destinations to others’ travel 
experiences, and more.

SEARCH 

What can Search offer?
Quite literally millions of information. 

Thinks of it as your personal trip advisor (no pun intended).





I-WANT-TO-KNOW
MOMENTS

YEP-THIS-IS-THE-ONE

Booking Moments



TRAVEL

Did you know that…
With Google Travel, you can plan all aspects of your trip? 

From booking flights and accommodation, to researching 
destinations and itineraries, to organizing trips — you can do 

all of this from one place.

http://google.com/travel


GOOGLE TRAVEL



HOW IT WORKS - FLIGHTSGOOGLE FLIGHTS



GOOGLE HOTELS



DESTINATION – CHECK, 
FLIGHTS & HOTELS – CHECK, 

WHAT’S NEXT? 



I-WANT-TO-KNOW
MOMENTS

WHAT’S-NEXT-ON-TO-DO-LIST

Prepping Moments



PREPARE

Learning from others 
From how to pack to food reviews, to finding out the best sightseeing 

spots, YouTube is your next best bet for a near-authentic travel 
‘experience’ before flying off. 



PREPARE

What should I pack?
Seek inspiration on how others have done it on YouTube.

How much do I pack?
Search how much baggage allowance you’re given by your 

chosen airline.

How do I pack?
Search how to ‘Marie Kondo’ your suitcase.



HOW IT WORKS
- YOUTUBE  





NOW THAT I’VE LANDED,
WHERE DO I GO FROM HERE?



I-WANT-TO-KNOW
MOMENTS

I-TOTALLY-HAVE-TO-DO-THAT

Experiencing Moments



EXPERIENCE 

Maps
To help you go from point A to 

point B hassle-free. Also useful for 
local recommendations on 

restaurants and sightseeing spotsTranslate
Point and shoot your phone to 

decipher texts into your preferred 
language

Lens
With just a picture, find out more 
about what you’re looking at and 

where can you find one like it



GOOGLE MAPS



GOOGLE MAPS



GOOGLE TRANSLATE



GOOGLE TRANSLATE



GOOGLE LENS



HEY GOOGLE!
CAN I GET SOME ASSISTANCE?



ASSISTANT

What’s the weather forecast?
Ask and you shall receive. 

Need it to set the alarm for you?
Piece of cake. 



ASSISTANT



TRAVELLING IS DAUNTING NO MORE



Thank you!


